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Simulation of a reactive fluidized bed reactor
using CFD/DEM
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This report presents the numerical study of a semi-industrial fluidized bed, which involves a reactive fluid phase and an inert granular phase. The simulations are based
on a meso-scale approach using the Discrete Element Method (DEM) to represent the
Lagrangian phase behavior coupled with Large-Eddy Simulation (LES) for the fluid
phase. To cope with the limiting ratio between mesh and particle size stemming from
the CFD/DEM modeling, a dynamic thickened flame approach is used. This approach
yields interesting results regarding the prediction of the bed critical temperature.

1. Introduction
Fluidized-bed reactors (FBR) are found in a large variety of industrial processes ranging from coal gasification to water treatment. In such devices, the fluidization regime
occurs when the fluid that passes through the granular material exceeds the minimum
fluidization velocity. In this regime, the drag force applied to the solid grains counterbalances gravity, which leads to a strong mixing of the fluid and solid phases. This mixing
ensures efficient heat, and mass transfers across the reactor and minimizes temperature
and species concentration gradients in the fluidized region. These properties are particularly interesting in reactive FBR to achieve low-temperature combustion with high
conversion efficiency and low pollutant emissions such as nitrogen oxides.
Numerical simulation of FBR is very challenging to impart because of the multi-scale
nature of the flow. The ratio of the reactor size to the solid particle diameter is very large.
While momentum, heat and mass transfers occur at the particle scale, the fluidization
regime may feature large void regions or “bubbles” with bursting dynamics that need to
be captured. In reactive FBR, chemical reactions occur both in the dense and in the void
regions. The solid particles have dual effects on the reactions: i) they heat up and mix
the fresh gases and ii) they quench the reactions when gas temperature exceeds the solid
temperature. Understanding and optimization of such devices require a very detailed
modeling of these competing effects.
The objective of this paper is to gain insight into FBR dynamics using high-fidelity
simulations based on a coupled CFD/DEM approach. The chosen configuration is a semiindustrial FBR filled with sand beads and fed with a mixture of natural gas and air, which
is operated in the bubbling regime (Dounit et al. 2001, 2008). This configuration, which is
illustrated in Figure 1, features an air cooling system, which enables it to have a constant
bed temperature. The bed height inside the FBR is approximately 40 cm. Measurements
presented in Figure 1 show that above a critical temperature of 800○ C, no temperature
increase is observed in the freeboard region, i.e., all reactions occur in the dense region
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Figure 1: Fluidized bed reactor experimental configuration from Dounit et al. (2008).

of the reactor. Below this critical temperature, part of the reactions take place in the
freeboard region, leading to an increase in the relative temperature.
The critical temperature results from a complex interplay of mixing, combustion, and
heat exchanges between the two phases. Since the bed temperature is constant, a first
modeling approach consists of considering the sand particle temperature constant. Then
the choice of the combustion and heat transfer models becomes crucial to get the correct
critical FBR temperature. The aim of this paper is twofold: to evaluate different combustion models in well-controlled cases of increasing complexity and to apply the modeling
approach to the semi-industrial FBR of Figure 1.
Since the full DNS at the particle scale of such FBR configuration is intractable with
current computing platforms, a mesoscopic-scale approach based on DEM and LES is
chosen. In this four-way-coupled approach, the Eulerian grid size for the fluid is a few
times larger than the diameter of the particles, which requires a proper sub-filter modeling of the momentum and heat transfers at the particle surface. These sub-filter models
need to take into account the presence of neighboring particles when the local solid volume fraction is important. Such a modeling approach has been successfully applied to
the study of particle-laden turbulent flows (Esteghamatian et al. 2015; Capecelatro &
Desjardins 2013). It allows us to capture and analyze a significant part of the hydrodynamic, thermal, and chemical coupling dynamics, which play a determinant role in the
performance of FBRs.
The Euler-Euler formalism featuring two fluid phases has been previously used by
Hamidouche et al. (2015, 2016) to study this configuration. Despite good agreement
with the experimental data regarding the methane fraction along the bed, results have
shown that a mesh refinement could lead to an inaccurate prediction of the maximum
gas temperature location, thus decreasing the precision on the species profiles. These
difficulties might be overcome using CFD/DEM, as it requires lesser submodeling effort.
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2. Modeling approach
2.1. DEM/LES governing equations
2.1.1. Gas phase
The LES governing equations for the gaseous phase are obtained from the filtering
of the unsteady, low-Mach number, Navier-Stokes equations (Capecelatro & Desjardins
2013). If G is the filtering kernel with a characteristic length δf , the local fluid fraction
is defined as ε(x, t) = ∫Vf G(∣x − y∣)dy, where Vf is the volume occupied by the fluid.
Defining a(x, t) as any point property of the fluid, the volume filtered field ā(x, t) refers
to the regular spatial average and is computed by taking the convolution product with
the filtering kernel G, giving εā(x, t) = ∫Vf a(y, t)G(∣x − y∣)dy. The term ã(x, t) refers
to the density-weighted Favre average, written as ã(x, t) = ερ(x, t)a(x, t)/ερ(x, t). Then,
the governing equations read
∂
(ερ̄) + ∇. (ερ̄ũ) = 0,
(2.1)
∂t
∂
(ερ̄ũ) + ∇. (ερ̄ũ ⊗ ũ) = −∇P̄ + ∇. (ετ̄ ) + ερ̄g + Fp→f ,
(2.2)
∂t
∂
DP̄
¯
¯
(ερ̄h˜s ) + ∇. (ερ̄ũh˜s ) =
+ ∇. (ε(λ + λt )∇T̃ ) + Q̇
(2.3)
p→f + ω̇T .
∂t
Dt
These equations are supplemented by the ideal gas equation of state. u, ρ, hs , T , and
P are respectively the velocity, density, sensible enthalpy, temperature, and pressure. λt
is the turbulent thermal diffusivity, defined as the ratio of the turbulent viscosity and a
¯ T is the thermal source term
constant turbulent Prandtl number λt = µt /P rt . The term ω̇
due to combustion reaction exothermicity.
2.1.2. Solid phase
Particle movement is given by Newton’s second law
dup
dxp
= FD + FG + FC and
= up ,
(2.4)
dt
dt
where mp , up , and xp are the particle mass, velocity, and position, FD is the drag force,
FG is the gravity force, and FC is the collision force.
col
The total collision force FC acting on particle a is computed as the sum of all forces fb→a
exerted by the Np particles and Nw walls in contact. As particles and walls are treated
similarly during collisions, the b index refers to both. The soft sphere model from Cundall
& Strack (1979) is used along with a damped linear spring and a simple Coulomb sliding
col
col
model respectively accounting for the normal (fn,b→a
) and tangential (ft,b→a
) contact
forces. For one particle (or wall) b acting on a particle a,
mp

N +Nw

p
FC = ∑b=1

col
fb→a

=

col
+ ft,b→a

col
fb→a

col
fn,b→a

⎧
⎪
⎪−kn δab nab − 2γn Mab uab,n
col
fn,b→a
=⎨
⎪
0
⎪
⎩
col
col
ft,b→a = −µtan ∣∣fn,b→a
∣∣tab

if δab > 0,
else.

(2.5)

This model requires three user-defined parameters; kn , γn , and µtan respectively account for the spring stiffness, damping, and friction coefficient of the a − b binary system. The term δab is defined as the overlap between the a and b entities, and Mab =
(1/Ma + 1/Mb )−1 as the system effective mass.
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The drag force FD acting on a particle p is written
FD =

π
dp µf CD Rep (ũ − up )
8

with

Rep =

ε∣∣ũ − up ∣∣dp
,
νf

(2.6)

where dp is the particle diameter, νf and µf are the gas kinematic and dynamic viscosities,
and CD is the drag coefficient. In order to compute CD , Ergun (1952) and Wen & Yu
(1966) closures are used.
⎧
⎧
24
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
(1 + 0.15Rep0.687 ) ε−3.7 for Rep < 103
⎪
⎪
⎪
Re
⎪
if ε ≥ 0.8,
C
=
⎨
p
⎪
D,W
Y
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
0.44ε−3.7
for Rep ≥ 103
CD = ⎨
⎩
⎪
⎪
⎪
1 − ε 7 −2
⎪
⎪
⎪
CD,ER = (200
+ )ε
if ε < 0.8.
⎪
⎪
Rep 3
⎩

(2.7)

The coupling term in Navier-Stokes Eq. (2.2) is written in order to ensure momentum
conservation:
1 Np
Fp→f = −
(2.8)
∑ FD .
∆V
2.2. Heat transfer from the solid to the gas phase
Time advancement of the particle temperature caused by heat transfer from the fluid
phase is solved, necessitating a closure to estimate the heat transfer coefficient h depending on the Nusselt number Nu. The Gunn (1978) correlation is employed, giving Nu as
a function of the particle Reynolds number Rep , the Prandtl number Pr, and the fluid
volume fraction ε.
1
dTp
Sp h
3
=
(T̃ − Tp ) + Q̇ext
Nu = (7 − 10ε + 5ε2 ) (1 + 0.7Re0.2
p Pr )
dt
mp Cp,p
(2.9)
1
λNu
3
h=
+ (1.33 − 2.4ε + 1.2ε2 ) Re0.7
p Pr ,
dp
where Sp and Cp,p are respectively the particle surface and specific heat capacity.
The Q̇ext term stands for the heat flux from external sources such as radiation, walls,
or other particles. In this study, the bed temperature was maintained as a constant and,
given that the thermal inertia of the particles is much larger than that of the gas, it is
assumed that these external sources balance the exchanges with the gas phase and that
the particle temperature is constant, i.e., dTp /dt = 0. The coupling term in the gas phase
enthalpy (Eq. 2.3) is written in order to ensure energy conservation as
1 Np
¯
Q̇
(2.10)
∑ Sp h(T̃ − Tp ) .
p→f = −
∆V
In the present work, the radiative heat transfer was neglected, as the total enthalpy
budget analyzed by Hamidouche et al. (2016) reveals it to be negligible compared to
heat transfer from combustion and hydrodynamics.
2.3. Combustion modeling
In this study, natural gas/air combustion is modeled using three kinetic schemes with
Arrhenius reaction rates. The Dryer & Glassman (Dryer & Glassman 1973) and the
BFER (Franzelli et al. 2012) schemes are two-step mechanisms with six transported
species. The GRI 3.0 scheme (Smith et al. 1999) relies on 53 species and 325 reactions.
As the flame thickness of lean natural gas/air premixed flames is several orders of
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magnitude smaller than the size of the FBR, combustion mainly occurs at the subgrid scale. Moreover, the sub-grid scale closure must represent the different combustion
regimes in the FBR: i) in the freeboard region, where a premixed flame propagates and
ii) inside the bed, where combustion occurs in dense regions or in the void bubbles.
The thickened flame for LES (TFLES) model (Colin et al. 2000) is considered here. In
this model, diffusion of the species and temperature are artificially increased and the
reaction source terms are decreased to thicken the flame front while keeping the correct
propagation speed. It is particularly suited for the freeboard region. However, the model
is not adapted in the dense regions, where the increase in the diffusivities may alter
the heat exchanges with the particles and lead to unrealistic reaction zones. Therefore,
a dynamic version of the TFLES model is preferred, in which the flame thickening is
activated only where the flame freely propagates.
The TFLES model applied to the transport equation of species k reads
µt
E¯
∂
(ερ̄Y˜k ) + ∇. (ερ̄ũY˜k ) = ∇. (ε [ρ̄Dk EF + (1 − Ω)
] ∇Y˜k ) + ω̇
k,
∂t
Sct
F

(2.11)

where F, E, Ω, Dk , µt , and Sct are respectively the thickening and efficiency functions, the
flame sensor, the species diffusivity, the turbulent viscosity and the turbulent Schmidt
number. µt is provided by the localized dynamic Smagorinsky model. The thickening
factor is chosen constant in the flame front F = 1 + Ω(Fmax − 1) and sufficiently large to
¯ k is the k species source term.
ensure the minimal mesh resolution. ω̇
The choice of the flame sensor Ω is very important as it has to ensure that mixing is
altered only in the flame propagation zones. To this end, a progress variable is defined as
¯ c = ω̇
¯ CO + ω̇
¯ CO2 . This source term has a maximum
c̃ = ỸCO + ỸCO2 and its source term is ω̇
¯ c ). Then, the flame sensor is defined
value in the propagation regions denoted as max(ω̇
¯
¯
as follows: Ω = 1 if ω̇c exceeds 10% of max(ω̇c ) locally or in the neighboring control
volumes and Ω = 0 elsewhere. The neighboring cell stencil is composed of two layers of
control volumes connected to the local control volume. This definition ensures that the
flame is properly thickened in the propagation regions and that mixing is not altered in
the dense regions, where combustion is mitigated by heat transfer with the particles.
2.4. Flow solver
All the numerical simulations have been performed using the finite-volume code YALES2
(Moureau et al. 2011a), an LES/DNS solver based on unstructured meshes. This code
solves the low-Mach number Navier-Stokes equations for turbulent reactive flows using
a time-staggered projection method for variable density flows (Pierce & Moin 2004).
YALES2 is specifically tailored to solve these low-Mach number equations on massively parallel machines on billion-cell meshes thanks to a highly optimized linear solver
(Moureau et al. 2011b).
Recently, in the framework of the MORE4LESS project funded by the French National
Research Agency and coordinated by IFP-EN, the DEM described in Section 2.1.2 for the
modeling of solid particles has been implemented in the YALES2 solver. The DEM solver
has been thoroughly optimized for massively parallel computing: it features a dynamic
collision detection grid for unstructured meshes and packing/unpacking of the halo data
for non-blocking MPI exchanges.
A critical point in this coupling is the time advancement of the gas and solid phase
equations as they have very different time scales. The choice was made to sub-step the
solid phase, whose time advancement is limited by the collision time step, during a gas
phase time step, which is itself governed by convective and diffusive time scales.
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Figure 2: 1D static bed configuration
2.5. Validation of the CFD/DEM solver
The coupled CFD/DEM solver has been thoroughly validated on different benchmark
cases: i) particle/particle and particle/wall collisions to assess the time step limits and
the kinetic energy conservation, ii) 3D static beds to verify the close packing limit, iii)
minimal fluidized beds to assess the minimum fluidization velocity, and iv) the freelyfalling point particle case to estimate the drag force errors similarly to Horwitz & Mani
(2016). In this latter case, a single freely-falling particle is placed randomly in a closed
computational domain consisting of tetrahedra. Then, the error on the free-fall velocity
due to the gas velocity field disturbance created by the particle is measured. With the
parameters of the present study, i.e., particles that are twice as small as the cell size and
Rep = 60, the maximum error on the free-fall velocity was 12%.

3. Results and analysis
In this section, three different test cases of increasing complexity are presented. They
aim at evaluating the combustion modeling strategy and bringing insight into FBR combustion regimes.
3.1. 1D static bed
The purpose of this first test case is to quantify the impact of the chemical mechanism on
the FBR modeling approach. The test case is illustrated in Figure 2. It consists of a static
bed with 80 fixed particles. The Eulerian grid features a single cell in the two periodic
cross directions and 400 cells in the flow direction, whose size is equal to the particle size.
The size of the cells in the cross directions is a variable parameter to achieve the desired
fluid volume fraction. A lean mixture of air and methane is injected in the static bed at a
fraction of the laminar flame speed uin = SL /5. The equivalence ratio is the same as the
targeted FBR, i.e., φ = 0.83. The flow is ignited by heating the particles above 1800K.
Then, particles are cooled down to the desired bed temperature. When a steady state
is reached, two different situations are obtained: a premixed flame stabilizes above the
bed or methane conversion occurs mainly inside the static bed. The two situations may
be differentiated based on the location of the maximum of the methane conversion rate
∣ω̇CH4 ∣. In this part, the Fmax factor involved in Eq. (2.11) is set to 10.
The parametric study is presented in Figure 3 for the three considered mechanisms and
for the two particle diameters used in this study. The reference case is the GRI3.0 case,
as it provides the most detailed mechanism. First, it can be observed that the GRI3.0
and Dryer & Glassman mechanisms give a similar combustion regime distribution for
the same particle size. Interestingly, the combustion regime transition curve crosses the
experimental critical temperature line at fluid volume fraction greater than 0.9 for small
particles, indicating that a flame may propagate only in the void regions for a bed temperature below the critical value. However, the BFER mechanism leads to a very different
combustion regime map, where methane conversion may occur at low temperature and
small fluid fraction. This is due to the fact that the BFER scheme was designed to give a
correct flame speed for a range of equivalence ratios but not optimized for auto-ignition
problems. The activation energy of the methane conversion reaction is smaller than that
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Figure 3: Combustion regime maps obtained with different kinetic schemes. The main
reaction zone is located:
above the bed or ∎ inside the bed. Texp is the critical bed
temperature reported in Dounit et al. (2008)
.

of the Dryer & Glassman mechanism. Finally, the size of the particles has a non-negligible
effect on the transition, especially in terms of fluid volume fraction. This influence may
be explained by neglecting the transport and diffusion effects inside the static bed in the
gas temperature equation
dT̃
ω̇T
1 − ε 6N u Dth
=
+
(Tp − T̃ ) ,
dt ρ̄Cp
ε
d2p

(3.1)

where ω̇T and Dth are the reaction source term and the thermal diffusivity of the gas,
respectively. The second term on the RHS is the heat transfer with the particles. All things
being equal, the ratio (1−ε)/(εd2p ), which is directly linked to the surface-to-volume ratio
of the particles, is the driving term in the gas temperature evolution. It explains why
combustion may occur at the same temperature in a bed with larger particles at smaller
fluid fraction. The Dryer & Glassman mechanism is retained in the following work.
3.2. Small-scale FBR
The aim of this test case is to reproduce the dynamics and the combustion regime of the
semi-industrial configuration at a smaller scale. The considered configuration is depicted
in Figure 4. It consists of a cylinder meshed with 9 million tetrahedra, which contains
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Figure 4: Small-scale FBR with dp = 550 microns. Left: configuration. Middle: instantaneous CH4 mass fraction in the mid-plane. Right: instantaneous temperature.

Figure 5: Statistics of the small-scale FBR: mean temperature difference at the centerline
(left), mean species mass fractions at the centerline (center), mean species mass fractions
at the centerline (right).
1.7 million particles of diameter dp = 550 microns. The cell size is approximately 1 mm,
i.e., twice as large as the particle diameter. In this part, the Fmax factor involved in
Eq. (2.11) is set to 10. A lean CH4 /air mixture at 300 K is injected at the bottom
of the bed at twice the minimum fluidization velocity. This regime is referred to as
the bubbling regime, in which void zones appear at the inlet and are convected by the
bed’s hydrodynamic towards the surface. Figure 4 also presents instantaneous CH4 mass
fraction and temperature in the mid-plane for two values of the particle temperature Tp .
One of these values is above the critical bed temperature Tc and the other is below. The
figure shows that below Tc , CH4 is not converted in the bed and a premixed flame is
lifted above the bed. With a higher bed temperature, CH4 is converted inside the bed
and temperature is homogenized, as observed in the experiment (see Figure 1).
These conclusions are confirmed by the temperature difference and species mass fraction statistics at the centerline of the FBR or by the CH4 source term conditioned by
the fluid volume fraction in Figure 5. As in the experiment, at high bed temperature,
the temperature jump between the bed and the freeboard region is small. In this case,
methane conversion occurs in the bed, and combustion is almost complete when the flow
enters the freeboard region. The lower temperature case brings a different picture: a
strong jump is observed for all the profiles, revealing the presence of a premixed flame.
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Figure 6: Semi-industrial FBR with dp = 1.5 mm. Left: configuration; middle: instantaneous fluid fraction; right: instantaneous CH4 mass fraction. White iso-line: ε = 0.9.
It should be noted that not all of these profiles can be directly compared to the experiment due to the different size of the bed and of the particles (550 microns in the
small-scale FBR versus 350 microns in the experimental case of Figure 1), the constant
particle temperature hypothesis and the omission of radiative heat transfer in the burnt
gases, which makes the temperature decrease in the freeboard region.
3.3. Application to the semi-industrial FBR
The experimental FBR presented in Figure 1 has a 1400-mm-high cylindrical shape with a
diameter of 180 mm, where temperature, pressure drop, and major species mole fractions
are measured. This cylinder is topped with a disengaging section where the burnt-gases
exhaust is located. The FBR is fed at the bottom with a mixture of natural gas and
air with an excess air factor ranging from 1.0 to 1.5. Only the excess air factor of 1.2 is
considered here. The FBR contains 12 kg of sand particles with a density of 2650 kg.m−3 .
Three different particle diameters have been investigated experimentally: 100, 350, and
550 microns. The flow velocity at the inlet is chosen to be twice the minimum fluidization
velocity to achieve a bubbling regime.
In the experimental reference case, the mean particle diameter is 350 microns. With
these properties, approximately 200 million particles are present in the FBR. Before
performing such large-scale simulations, a first step is taken with a particle diameter
of 1.5 mm, resulting in approximately 2.6 million particles. This diameter value is significantly larger than the experimental values, which has a strong impact on methane
conversion (Dounit et al. 2008). The Eulerian mesh counts 33 million tetrahedra with a
homogeneous size of 2 mm in the dense region. Fmax factor from Eq. (2.11) is set to 60.
Preliminary results are presented in Figure 6. This figure illustrates the strong dynamics obtained in the bed and the impact of the particle temperature on CH4 conversion. In
the hot case, CH4 is rapidly converted, whereas it is still present in the cooler case. From
the analysis in Section 3.1, this difference is likely to be more pronounced with smaller
particles as the heat exchanges between the two phases will be significantly augmented.
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